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Excerpt:

[…] Paul Anthony Smith’s Walls Without Borders presented works that were
high in labor and production value. Smith’s idiosyncratic approach to art-
making first involves producing or sourcing photographs from the places he
has lived— sometimes these images are family snapshots, sometimes
raucous disposable camera shots taken in his Brooklyn neighborhood during
long, daily walks into Manhattan and back. Once scanned, reworked, and
broken down into new collages via Photoshop, Smith then prints these new
hybrid pictures, and meticulously etches their surfaces, transforming these
deeply personal, almost scrapbook-like images with elaborate geometric
patterns reminiscent of quilts or brick walls. This picotage technique creates
a screen over his photographs, protecting or disguising the layers between
the subject and viewer of the work, and allowing Smith to both share and
withhold his personal experiences. 

Exhibited behind glass in neat frames, these works nonetheless maintain the
obsessive, even frenetic energy of their making, and perhaps of the scenes
depicted therein. Bits of paper and shards of images dust the bottom of the
inside of the frame like white flecks on the floor of a dormant snow globe.
Architectural memory and urban development are leitmotifs throughout
Smith’s works as they record the rapid gentrification of the artist’s home
country (Jamaica) and home borough (Brooklyn) by tracing the ubiquitous, stark patterns of bricks and build- ing walls, or the 
decorative ironwork typical of both locales. The building materials and architectural forms present in Walls Without Borders 
become signifiers of identity and memory in an exhibition whose very title alludes to the transcendence of these things—that is, to
the ability of the essence of a person or place to move unrestricted by boundaries, simply through recollection. Through his 
picotage, Smith seems to propose that we perforate the walls that enclose our environments and movements, and ask 
architecture to perform with the flexibility of memory, to become fluid so as to better slip the restraints of the class difference and 
structural racism built into our cities’ plans. Would such a liquid architecture cause landlords and develop- ers to morph, or to 
disappear? I would hope so. 

– Erin Jane Nelson 

Above: Paul Anthony Smith, Blurred Lines, (Beads3) Black/Olive Green, 2017,Oil stick on canvas with acrylic beads, 96 x 66 x 8 inches [courtesy
of the artist and Atlanta Contemporary] 



 

 

 
 

 
Castles for the Afterlife: The Coffins of Paa Joe Make Their Way from 
Ghana to New York 
BY Robin Scher  - POSTED 08/22/17  

 

 
Installation view of the “The Coffins of Paa Joe and the Pursuit of Happiness” at the School | Jack Shainman Gallery, 

Kinderhook, New York. - COURTESY JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY, NEW YORK 
 

Excerpt: 
 
[…] And there is fine arrangement in another room of various antique African and Asian 

wooden masks used for ritual and decoration, a photograph of Nan Goldin shrouded in 

shadow, titled Self Portrait at Age 18 (1970), and Paul Anthony Smith’s Giant 

Steps (2016), which presents an enlarged photograph of a woman in the midst of a 

carnival parade, distorted by an etching technique typical of the young New York-based 

artist. 

The expansive display […] evinces a deep love for collecting art, and it embodies, in 

Shainman’s words, “man’s quest for wanting to better ourselves for achievements, for 

spirituality, for questions, answers, and a kind of greatness.” 

http://www.artnews.com/author/rscher/
http://www.artnews.com/2016/09/13/face-value-paul-anthony-smith-on-his-many-masks/


  
 

 

 
 

How to Embed a Shout: A New Generation of Black Artists 
Contends with Abstraction 
A new wave of black abstract artists are exploring ways to push the language of abstraction and still 
retaining their cultural specificity. And they’re not doing it alone.  

Seph Rodney – August 23, 2017 
 
 
Excerpt: 

[…] Several black artists have risen to prominence by resolutely 
working with the black figure, shifting it from the margins of 
culture. Kerry James Marshall, Fred Wilson, Kara Walker, Kehinde 
Wiley, Mickalene Thomas, Chris Ofili, and Jordan Casteel have all 
championed the black body, reinserting it into the art histories from 
which it had been excised. [Tomashi] Jackson tells me that this work 
“let’s us be physically alive in a world that is constantly trying to 
disappear us.” For this gift, she says she is glad to be among a 
“generational cohort that I love and respect.” At the same time she 
acknowledges, “What I see in the market is a desire for black 
figuration, blunt and blatant figuration.” This mode of presentation 
does make the black body visible and esteemed. However, [Tariku] 
Shiferaw, Jackson, and [Adam] Pendleton have taken a divergent, 
strategic approach in which, as Jackson tells me, the body is 
implicit, but these artists carefully calibrate how and under what 
conditions it is seen. It is not for ready consumption. This body will 
not provide sustenance for appetites desiring the exotic, the 
sumptuous ethnic flesh that in the larger culture is as much longed 
for as it is held in contempt. 

Other artists have work that aligns with this wave, including Paul 
Anthony Smith, a 29-year-old artist born in Jamaica but raised in 
Miami, whose photo-based works, shown at ZieherSmith gallery 
utilized images of black people in a parade underneath a scrim of 
pointillist geometric patterns, and they derive their titles from 
classic jazz albums […] 

 
 

Paul Anthony Smith, “Afternoon Brew” (2016) 95 x 48 inches  
(photo courtesy ZieherSmith Gallery, New York) 
 
 
 
 

https://thepaulsmithart.com/
https://thepaulsmithart.com/
https://thepaulsmithart.com/
http://ziehersmith.com/
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THIS ARTIST RECREATES MEMORIES WITH PHOTOGRAPHIC COLLAGE 
 
LAURA HUTSON HUNTER - Jun 27 2017, 2:26pm 

Paul Anthony Smith turns photographs into pointillist representations of social constructs. 

By working with many metaphorical layers, artist Paul Anthony Smith turns simple photos into chill-
wave diamond patterns on fever-dream seascapes, faces that look like African cowrie shell masks, 
and chain-link fences, cinderblocks, and door-bead curtains made from multicolored plastic gemstones. 
His method is an idiosyncratic process he calls picotage, and it's something he developed in his 
childhood in St. Ann's Bay, Jamaica. 

"I grew up looking at family photos" Smith tells Creators from his studio in Williamsburg, "and later on 
used my ceramic tools on photos that constructed something new." He takes the same hand tool 
ceramicists use to cut shapes into clay and tears tiny, rhythmic spots into the surface of a photograph, 
lifting it just enough to obstruct the image without actually removing it. The result is a pointillist 
photograph that functions like collage, but instead of adding images, Smith's method subtracts from 
them. 

 

Nostrand, 2016 unique picotage on Inkjet print 48 x 71 in (121.9 x 180.3 cm) 

 

https://creators.vice.com/en_us/article/wnpa55/25-contemporary-artists-reimagine-the-african-mask
https://creators.vice.com/en_us/article/wnpagy/photos-become-sculptures-in-these-collage-like-works


  

 

"The items in photographs acts as an engine, directing the work to its final stage," says Smith, who 
compares his art making process to a dance. "Often times I aim to disguise certain subjects—unlike 
what modern photography was constructed to do, revealing and capturing moments in time." 

In the past, Smith's work has covered faces with mask-like patterns, references to African scarification 
and ritual magic. For a new series of works currently on view at Atlanta Contemporary, Smith has 
pared his conceptual palette down from masks to walls, a change that shows Smith's capacity for 
artistic evolution while staying true to his conceptual foundations. He moves from masks, which 
obstruct personal identities, to walls, which obstruct social landscapes. 

"For years I've been interested in cinder blocks and walls," Smith says, "and how they create social 
structures. I've also been interested in the ways images are read, when memory becomes broken and 
fragmented." The works not only show photographs of walls, but also cinderblock patterns carved into 
the surface of photos of Smith's Jamaican homeland and photos of crowds that seem unremarkable, if 
it weren't for the time-consuming remnants of Smith's picotage layer. 
 

 
Blurred Lines, (Beads2) Multi-Colored, 2017 Oil sticks on Canvas with Beads 96 x 66 x 8 in (243.8 x 167.6 x 20.3 cm)  

 
Nostrand, an inkjet pigment print from 2016, captures a graffiti-covered plywood construction wall, a 
storefront gate, and an orange-and-white striped traffic barrier covered with Smith's 
cinderblock picotage pattern. The repetitive nature of his technique evokes the obsessive quality often 
seen in outsider art, and turns what would otherwise be an unremarkable image into a cohesive vision 
of how memory works, and how personal histories color reality. 
 
"We all have time when we create walls to restrict others but don't necessarily need borders," Smith 
says. "Often times it's a fear. We're afraid of the unknown." 

 
The Paul Anthony Smith exhibition Walls Without Borders is on view through July 30 at Atlanta 
Contemporary. To learn more about the artist, click here. 

https://atlantacontemporary.org/exhibitions/paul-anthony-smith
https://thepaulsmithart.com/


 

 

 

 
 

Review: Atlanta Contemporary’s trio of thoughtful exhibitions by Smith, 
Braunig and Gary 
Catherine Fox - May 9, 2017 
 

 
 

Excerpt: 

[…] Smith emigrated from Jamaica to the U.S. at age nine, and the show’s title, Walls 
without Borders, alludes to the immigrant’s conflicted relationship with homeland and 
new country — that sense of belonging to both cultures, and neither. In a wall text, the 
New York-based artist also invokes W.E.B. Du Bois’ “double consciousness,” a term 
coined to describe the similarly fraught experience of being Black and American. 
Although thoughts about current events or experiences may prompt a particular piece, a 
will to acknowledge his overlapping African, Caribbean and American selves seems to be 
a subtext of the three major bodies of mixed-media works at the Contemporary. 

In-betweenness is also embodied in the multiple meanings of recurring imagery. Walls 
obstruct and protect. Masks can hide and constrain, like the ingratiating social face 
African Americans wear in Paul Dunbar’s 1913 poem, “We Wear the Mask.” But they 
also allow a liberating anonymity and, as with the case of masks in African rituals, even 
transcendence. 

 

http://artsatl.com/author/cathy/


 

 

 
 
Smith takes a different direction in the most recent series. In Blurred Lines, strings of 
beads curtain a canvas painted in rich scribbly black marks to masonry wall. Making for a 
lovely effect, the beads, which vary in hue from piece to piece, shimmer in light and 
move with air currents. He notes they are used to separate spaces in Jamaican homes and 
that the sound they make alerts occupants that someone is entering: walls without 
borders. Here, they beckon but part to reveal a dead end. 

Smith’s pithy merging of form and content, command of his materials and ability to find 
the universal in the personal make him an artist to watch […] 

 



 

 

 

 
The Story Beh ind  R AGG A NYC ,  The  Car ibbean Queer  
Co l lec t ive  Se iz ing  the  Spot l ight  a t  the  New M useum 
The group is fostering a creative community of dynamic and talented people. 
 
Terence Trouillot, May 4, 2017 

 
me: oh ok… so, ma, my f r iend chr is has a group—let ’s  say, cal led RAGGA 

mami: RAGGA? 

me: uh-huh. he’s jamaican, he throws part ies and interviews people f rom the car ibbean that are 

f rom the lgbt community,  he asks them: where they ’re f rom, how has thei r culture inspi red thei r 

work , the connect ion between thei r work  and thei r cul ture—and things l ike that… so he hi red me for 

a party  and interv iewed me as well .  that came out  a couple of months ago. i  was ta lk ing about how i  

fel t  as a dominican coming to the US after hav ing l ived in Santo Domingo for 6 or 7 years… and 

just  about being dominican and how i  fe l t  about looking mixed,  you understand? 
 
This is art ist  Maya Monès talking to her mother. The conversation, original ly in Spanish, is 
avai lable to l isten to as an audio recording (or read as a translated transcript) as part  of  a 
group exhibit ion at the New Museum, “RAGGA NYC: All  the threatened and delicious 
things joining one another,” part  of the Bowery insti tution’s just-opened fleet of spring 
shows (which also include Carol  Rama and Lynette Yiadom-Boakye).  Monès’s quote gives 
a glimpse of the community-bui lding behind RAGGA, a loosely connected network of 
artis ts,  poets, and designers that serves as both a creative group and support network for 
queer artists from a Caribbean background. 

 
The “friend Chris,”  mentioned in Monès’s 
dialogue, is mult i-discipl inary artist Christopher 
Udemezue (Neon Christ ina), the art ist  and 
impresario who founded RAGGA NYC in 2015. 
(The name comes from the voltaic musical genre 
that or iginated in 1980s Jamaica.) 
 
In a dynamic exhibit ion brochure, Udemezue gives 
his own picture of the ferment that brought the 
group together. RAGGA, he says, represents “a 
hybrid of ideas that began as late-night 
conversations over fami l ia l island roots, current 
social pol it ics, empanadas vs. beef patties, pum 
pum shorts,  scamming, and a longing for an 
authentic dancehall party that would also provide 
a safe space for queer Caribbeans and their k in.” 

The two-part  sound installat ion that makes up 
Monès’s piece, Ciencias Sociales (2017), mirrors 
this l ively mix of concerns. 

I t  includes intimate audio of Monès talk ing to her 
mom, revealing how her art  practice functions as 
a way of thinking through her Afr ican heritage as 
a Dominican woman. Their dialogue plunges deep 
into a candid discussion about the rampant racism 
in Dominican culture against their Hait ian Paul Anthony Smith, Port Antonio Market #4, 

2013. Courtesy the artist and Zieher Smith 

https://news.artnet.com/about/terence-trouillot-602
http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/ragga-nyc
http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/ragga-nyc
http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/ragga-nyc
http://www.artnet.com/artists/carol-rama/
http://www.artnet.com/artists/lynette-yiadom-boakye/
https://www.christopherudemezue.net/
https://www.christopherudemezue.net/
https://www.christopherudemezue.net/
http://ragganyc.com/


 

 

neighbors, and their own African roots—what the artist  calls a “c loudy sense of pride in a 
sort of  racial l imbo.” 

 

But,  at the same time, Ciencias Sociales foregrounds the artist’s ambient music, a song 
she recorded with conga drums called Mami, f i l l ing the gal lery with melodic Afro-
Caribbean beats. 

Curated by Sara O’Keeffe for the New Museum’s residency program, the exhibi t ion gives a 
sampl ing of the creat ivi ty marshaled by the RAGGA network. Multivalent in style, the show 
reflects the group’s emphasis on celebrating diversi ty, and i ts determinat ion to wrestle 
with the racial complexi t ies of Caribbean consciousness. 

Highl ights include the sculptures of Renée Stout and Tau Lewis. Both look at creole 
tradi t ions in the US. Stout ’s work recalls the advert ising signs of root medicine shops in 
New Orleans and DC, while Lewis offers an affecting marble portrai t bust,  presented on a 
plinth of c inder blocks, and with chains for hair.  (The material  is  meant as a nod to so-
called “creole marble,” mined 
in Pickens, Georgia, and incorporated 
into monuments across the country.) 

Paul Anthony Smith’s prints use a 
process called ‘picotage,’ a kind of 
pointi l l ism where the points are torn or 
scratched off  the surface of the work to 
create a textured pattern of white hatch 
marks. The artists also selects from his 
“Grey Area” series, si lkscreen prints,  
reminiscent of Lorna Simpson, of 
scattered images of men he 
encountered in Jamaica at the t ime of 
this uncle’s funeral , wi th images of 
burial  grounds. 

Udemezue’s own contribut ion are 
colorful  set-up photos, imaginat ively re-
staging the Vodou ceremony at Bois 
Caiman, which marked the Haitian 
revolution, and depicting Queen Nanny, 
an Obeah woman who f led from slavery 
in Jamaica and became the leader of 
the group of escaped slaves known as 
the Maroons. 

Chaos-monde (2017),  a collaboration 
between RAGGA artists Carolyn Lazard 
and Bleue Liverpool,  incorporates an 
astrological  map. A set of totems places 
on the map’s surface include leaves, sand, shells,  and dried sugarcane, i tems that 
suggest Caribbean relig ious practice, which has been so important in claiming an ident ity 
in the face of both Christ ian missionaries and colonial ism. The speci f ic  posit ions of these 
markers on the star map point to two days important in the assertion of  Caribbean ident ity: 
January 1, 1804, the day independence was declared in Hait i ,  and October 27, 1979, the 
day St.  Vincent gained independence. 

The trick of the instal lation is that al l  this symbolically resonant stuff  is  barely visible, 
viewed only through a trap door in the floor that only lets you see fragments—a fi tt ing 
metaphor for identi t ies only now coming into view in shows l ike this one. 

“RAGGA: All  the threatened and delic ious things joining one another” is on view at the 
New Museum, New York, f rom May 3 to June 25, 2017.  

Paul Anthony Smith, Grey Area #5, 2014. Courtesy the artist 
and Zieher Smith. 

http://www.artnet.com/artists/lorna-simpson/


 

 

 

 
 

All the Threatened and Delicious Things Joining One Another 
by Magdalyn Asimakis 

RAGGA NYC 

THE NEW MUSEUM | MAY 3 – JUNE 25, 2017 

 

In Édouard Glissant’s book Poetics of Relation, first published in 1990, he considers the idea 

of opacity as something that can nurture relations between “all the threatened and delicious 

things.” In contrast to articulated transparency, opacity creates space for complex, diverse 

and non-fixed existence.&sup1; It is in this spirit that the exhibition on the fifth floor of the 

New Museum takes its title. All the threatened and delicious things joining one 

another puts Glissant’s concept of opacity into practice through the works of artists from 

the RAGGA collective. Each engaging in distinctive practices, the artists included in this 

exhibition are presented in a manner that protects both collectivity and difference. 

The first encounter in the exhibition is with the work of Tau Lewis. A sculptural bust portrait 

called Georgia marble marks slave burial sites across America in plaster and cement with 

heavy chained hair is positioned with her back to two cacti from Lewis’s “poorly potted 

plants” series. Made from the dust generated during the production of Georgia, the cacti 

grow out of cinder blocks, their spines made of delicate milk thistle and dandelion. The 

weight of the cement counters this foliage both in vulnerability and mobility—prominent 

themes of tension in Lewis’s contemplation of the diasporic condition. The cacti in 

particular gesture to this as plants that have been removed from their native environments 

and continue to flourish, while the cinder blocks both allude to temporary residence and 

negating the need for museum structures of display. 

Through a hand-dyed, tassled room divider, The Rootworker’s Table by Renée Stout is 

teeming with spiritual potency. A mix of hand-blown and found glass bottles house natural 

elixirs used in root medicine shops, at once reference and reconfigure West African, 

Caribbean, and American mystical practices and Western modernism. In a poetic curatorial 

play on the spiritual remedies that Stout explores, Carolyn Lazard and Bleue 

http://brooklynrail.org/contributor/Magdalyn-Asimakis


 

 

Liverpool’s Chaos-Monde cuts into the floor of the museum and creates an astrological map 

beneath an opaque piece of Plexiglas. Made of natural materials such as leaves, sand, and 

dried sugarcane, these forms recreate the arrangement of the stars on January 1, 1804—the 

date of the Haitian Revolution—and October 27, 1979—the day St. Vincent and Grenadines 

gained independence. The simultaneous physical penetration of this work into the museum 

structure and its resistance to transparent visibility makes it one of the most poignant 

articulations of Glissant’s theories. 

Glissant’s writing conceptually threads its way through the exhibition not only through the 

idea of opacity and the “relational poetics” of Caribbean culture as an organism of local 

historical and contemporary elements, but also in the common interests between himself 

and the artists presented. Christopher Udemezue’s photographs, for example, depict staged 

scenes of Queen Nanny the Jamaican leader of the Maroons. A group of escaped slaves who 

created their own refugee communities and raided plantations, the Maroons’ consistent 

resistance against colonial structure and action is reflected in these spiritually opulent color 

photographs. Glissant was very interested in the changing representation of the Maroons 

over time, and thought of them as Negators-those who refuse the values of 

colonialism.&sup2; Paul Anthony Smith’s “Grey Area” series of silkscreens collage 

photographs of his acquaintances in Jamaica collapse time and memory into constellations 

of interrelated lives and impressions, further obscured through the monochromatic 

printmaking technique. In both the “Grey Area” and picotage works—a laborious technique 

in which the artist stipples the paper surface—Smith explores the protective aspects of 

opacity in the visible sense. 

Ambiently throughout the exhibition, Maya Monès’s captivating sound piece Ciencias 

Sociales fills the space with recordings of conversations she had with her mother mixed with 

her playing conga drums. The two women have a series of discussions that pivot around 

their African heritage and Dominican location. The dynamics of this transcultural dialogue 

fill the space audibly and conceptually, the emphasis on language crystalized in the 

appended reading room. In many ways this piece connects the dialogues of the exhibiting 

artists, and its presence throughout the space echoes the collectivity of RAGGA and the 

potential of Glissant’s opacity. 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 

FACE VALUE: PAUL ANTHONY SMITH ON HIS 
MANY MASKS 
BY Robin Scher  - POSTED 09/13/16 11:52 AM 
 

 
Paul Anthony Smith, Untitled 2, 2016, unique picotage on inkjet print. 

COURTESY ZIEHERSMITH 

 

Scores of costumed children ran around me, screaming, as I made my way through the 
Hasidic area of Williamsburg, Brooklyn, to meet the artist Paul Anthony Smith at his 
studio a few months ago. They were dressed as doctors, animals, and, bizarrely, SWAT 
team members. On that sunny afternoon, the harvest festival of Purim was afoot. 
 
Incidentally, the work that Smith makes, which I was on my way to see, is also rooted in 
disguise. Twenty-eight, and born in St. Ann’s Bay, Jamaica, he adorns people in found 
photographs, both personal and historical, with intricate, iridescent masks, using a 
ceramic needle tool. The laborious etching process, borrowed from an 18th-century 
French technique of making patterned holes on images, goes by the term picotage. 
 

http://www.artnews.com/author/rscher/


 

 

In the past Smith has likened the results of his picotage to “scarification,” and indeed this 
ancient practice of permanently marking one’s skin resembles Smith’s work in both both 
process and form. Typically, the result 
sees Smith’s subjects covered in 
speckled constellations which often 
completely shroud their appearance. 
 
A fine example of this work, Masked 
Woman No. 3 (2013), is on view in the 
Brooklyn Museum’s show “Disguise: 
Masks and Global African Art” through 
Sunday, September 18, an appearance 
that comes after recent solo shows in 
Milan and New York. 
 
Smith’s interest in disguise began in 
2010 when he performed with the artist 
Nick Cave at the Kansas City Arts 
Institute. Wearing one of Cave’s 
inimitable masks, Smith had an insight 
into the potential that disguises hold for 
revealing people’s hidden natures. “You 
get this spirit, nobody knows who you 
are, it comes with this sort of power,” 
Smith said. 
 
This was in 2012, and Smith had up until then spent his time focusing on ceramics at the 
Kansas City Arts Institute in Missouri. During this period he was also working as an 
archivist at the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art,  
Digitizingimages from the Hallmark photographic collection. Having grown tired of “all the 
dust” from ceramics, and surrounded by photographs, Smith came upon his tactile 
approach to image making. 
 
The Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie II was the first to fall victim to Smith’s needle. “I 
wanted to rough it up,” said Smith, referring to an iconic photograph he used of the 
emperor taken during his historic visit to Jamaica in 1966. Smith’s impulse led him to 
tear the photograph’s surface in a consistent pattern, forming a sort of static. Many 
Rastafarians considered Selassie to be the messiah. Distorting the emperor’s visage, 
Smith saw his action as an attempt “to cover up this idea [of history] that you’re brought 
up with.” 
 
Smith explained this all to me in an excitable, yet relaxed manner as he paced his 
brightly-lit studio, wearing an Adidas sweater, track pants, and a cap, and then told me 
more about his upbringing. 
 
 
 

https://www.brooklynmuseum.org/exhibitions/disguise_masks_global_african_art
https://www.brooklynmuseum.org/exhibitions/disguise_masks_global_african_art
https://www.brooklynmuseum.org/exhibitions/disguise_masks_global_african_art


 

 

Smith spent the first nine years of his life in 
Jamaica, and then moved to Miami with his 
family. He has returned to the country only a 
handful of times since. Although he said that 
he would easily come to assimilate into his 
new home, each visit to Jamaica reminded 
him of his semi-interloper status in both 
countries. 
 
On a trip back in 2011, for instance, Smith 
noticed a group of workers on the airport 
tarmac. Something in the worker’s relaxed 
appearance and the contrasting uniform of 
reflective vests paired with white collared 
shirts appealed to Smith. It felt both familiar 
and foreign. He photographed the workers, 
later turning them into painted prints during a 
residency in Colorado. “I grew up in the 
working class, so I have a lot of respect for 
them,” said Smith, who depicted the workers 
with minimal facial details—his first venture 
into portraiture through obfuscation. 
 
The inspiration for the masked portrait 

hanging in the Brooklyn Museum came from the Kuba tribe of the Democratic Republic 
of Congo. “It’s about the history of the strength of woman, but also their downfalls,” said 
Smith. “It was a way for me to show the struggles of life, but through that reveal another 
greatness.” 
 
Underneath the mask is a photograph of his mother. “She would send me a 
picture every year and a half or so,” he said, explaining that he blew up one of these to 
make the work. “I haven’t lived with my mom since I was nine. She lives in the U.K. and I 
try to visit her once in awhile, so those images kept me up with her and I wanted to turn 
them into something.” And so he applied that extra layer to her face, making 
her unrecognizable to all but the artist himself, personalizing her but also obscuring 
her—a fact that brought to mind something he had told me earlier in the visit: “I’ve been 
thinking a lot about how memory acts as a surrogate for reality.” 
. 



  
 

 

 

In the Studio with Paul Anthony Smith 
Jenny Bahn 
Photos by Atisha Paulson 
Mar. 22, 2017  

 
Excerpt: 
 
Paul Anthony Smith’s exteriors often work to 
direct a viewer to his subject’s hidden inner core, 
if only to speculate, dream, wonder. Whether it’s 
the manipulated surface of a photograph or the 
blocky lines in an oil painting, Smith’s attention 
to the outer-facing begs the question: What lies 
beneath? It’s a more roundabout meditation on 
identity, more abstract than on-the-nose. As 
Smith once put it himself, “Masks disguise the 
figure allowing them to be free.” 
 
 
Jamaica born and Brooklyn based, Smith’s 
work–from his paintings to his ceramics to his 
photographs–mines themes like history, politics, 
and class struggles. There is often an element of 
looking back, whether that be at his own heritage 
or of the country of his birth. Smith moved to 
Miami with his family when he was just nine 
years old. Later, Smith landed at Kansas City Art 
Institute in Missouri, where his focus on 
ceramics began to wane in favor of a curious and 
long-forgotten technique for which he would 
become best known: picotage. 

 
 

Using a ceramic needle, Smith picks and plucks at the surface of his photographs. The picotage method, 
which Smith uses to effectively maim an image until it practically shimmers, is borrowed from 18th 
century France. The result is gorgeous images full of disguise, often lending his everyday subjects a 
pomp and grandeur they are too often not afforded in real life. It’s a theme that continues throughout 
Smith’s work, no matter the medium he chooses to use. He urges you to look deeper […] 



  

 

 

PAUL ANTHONY SMITH 
ZieherSmith Gallery 
by Arthur Ivan Bravo  - March 7, 2017 
 

Paul Anthony Smith’s third solo exhibition at ZieherSmith represents 
an ultimately fruitful distillation, apparently in both the methods of his 
practice, and subsequently in the visual nature of the roughly dozen 
works that make it up. “Procession,” as Smith’s latest collection of 
works is titled, features the practices and mediums, visuals and 
themes that have characterized his art; however, in a welcome 
provocative development, it also finds him honing aspects of his 
practice. 
 
Smith has long mined the Jamaica of his childhood and family—
alongside his identity as an American and immigrant—and of his 
imagination, for inspiration in his paintings, prints and other 
multimedia works. Likewise, he has more often than not distorted and 
obscured what he has chosen to depict, and then layered over, 
overlapped or applied upon these already rich images from a limited 
set of patterns, themselves evocative of either scarification and the 
Kuba stylings of the African Congo, or physical boundaries such as 
cinder brick walls. These patterns have been created mostly through 
Smith’s trademark method of “picotage,” inspired by an 18th-century 
French practice associated with textile arts, in which he utilizes a 
ceramic tool to laboriously pick away at and from the surface layer of 
his photographic prints. The resulting effects can mean different things 

to different people: decorative, damaged, shimmering; to me they looked like tiny dabs of white paint, 
meticulously and strategically applied and arranged. 

. 
For “Procession,” Smith has focused on particular aspects of 
his practice even as he has transcended its boundaries. The 
locations and events the photographs which make up the 
‘body’ of the exhibition were taken in and of—Vieques, Puerto 
Rico, and Brooklyn’s 2016 West Indian Day Parade—suggest 
Smith’s geographical and cultural interests expanding beyond 
Jamaica, towards the pan- or diasporic Afro-Caribbean world. 
In works citing Miles Davis and John Coltrane compositions, 
for example Kind Of Blue I and II (2016), which consist of 
blurred picturesque tropical snapshots picotaged with abstract 
brick wall patterns, nature now shares as much visual 
representation as the human subjects that have always interested Smith; other works, like Giant Steps, So 
What, and Afternoon Brew (all 2016), all of which impose Caribbean carnival scenes onto those of tropical-
esque nature, centering on female dancers, introduce a newfound enthusiasm for the kaleidoscopic. In all of 
the aforementioned works too, Smith is found to have further mastered and refined his picotage process, 
effecting a heightened juxtaposition between abstract and more figurative elements. 
 
Alongside his continued employment of brick wall imagery, representative of boundaries, Smith has 
introduced that of chain-link fencing on works such as ‘Manhood,’ and in the 6-part ‘Blurr’ series, where 
images of scenes are obscured to unrecognizability, becoming compositions of color, glimpsed through a 
pattern spray-painted in the style of said fencing. Collectively, Smith’s receptiveness to new locales—both 
literally and conceptually, and the maturation of his unique methods and skills, all herald an artist coming 
into his own, all while in the thick of developing his practice. 



 

 

 

 



  
 

 

 
 

Thursday, July 09, 2015 

8 Emerging Artists to Watch Right Now 
Remember these names—you'll be hearing a lot more about these up-and-comers soon enough. 
BY MAXWELL WILLIAMS 
 

 
 
Paul Anthony Smith 
AGE: 27 
MEDIA: Photographs scored to obscure the identities of their subjects; gauzy paintings of Jamaican laborers 
BONA FIDES: Represented by Zieher Smith & Horton in New York, where his works fetch up to $12,000; 
included in numerous museums' permanent collections 
BACKSTORY: Every couple of years, Smith travels from his base in New York City to his childhood home of 
Port Antonio, Jamaica, where he takes photos of the working-class locals. But he's not a photographer, per 
se; he either paints over the prints or turns them into "picotages," pricking hundreds of tiny holes in the 
surface. The resulting works—which theNew York Times described as "clouds of scintillation"—look like still 
pictures beamed over a staticky television set. "I'm re-pixelating the image," he says. "With these photos, 
you don't know the complete story. I'm only showing you the idea and disguising the figures." The process 
and subject matter reveal the influence of art from the African diaspora. "Paul is a cut-and-mix creator—his 
painting-picotage aesthetic negotiates political and social inequities," says Erika Dalya Massaquoi, who 
included Smith in the traveling group show "Disguise: Masks & Global African Art," which visits the Brooklyn 
Museum of Art next year. This focus on the black experience and his Jamaican heritage is a running theme 
in Smith's work. "I don't know if it's something I'm always going to explore," he says. "But I yearn to know 
what I was destined to do if I'd stayed there. It's kind of a missed connection."  
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Summer Reading  
When: June 18-27 2015 
 
 
Zieher Smith & Horton, the gallery in New York’s Chelsea neighborhood that has hosted pop-up exhibits in town for the past few 
years, is bringing Summer Reading to a late 19th century building in downtown Nashville for one week only. Alongside work by 
Nashville-based artists like Karen Seapker and Vadis Turner, the exhibit includes work by Hope Gangloff, Rachel Owens, Allison 
Schulnik and Paul Anthony Smith. Smith makes work that is completely different from just about everything I’ve ever seen. His 
technique involves large-scale photographs, typically shot during his trips to his native Jamaica, which he picks at with a tool just 
enough to lift the surface of the photograph and displace it without removing it completely. He repeats this method meticulously until 
the photograph is patterned with geometric forms and looks like pointillism from a distance. Zieher Smith & Horton’s pop-ups have 
typically been a highlight of Nashville’s summer calendar among art collectors, students and just about anyone with eyes. Don’t miss it. 
LAURA HUTSON 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 Skin Deep  
byWilliam Corwin - JULY 15TH, 2014 
 

PERLE FINE: WIDE TO THE WIND 
MCCORMICK GALLERY, CHICAGO | MAY 2 - JUNE 14, 2014 

 
PAUL ANTHONY SMITH: MANGOS AND CRAB 

CARRIE SECRIST GALLERY, CHICAGO | MAY 3 – JUNE 28, 2014 
 

Perle Fine was a great but under-recognized Abstract Expressionist painter; Paul Anthony Smith is a 
painter, originally from Jamaica, who recently moved from Kansas City to Bushwick. Their 
innovations in the art of manipulating the form and surface of paper make them odd but not 
unwilling bedfellows.  
 
The epithet “work on paper” has come to represent a catch-all phrase, one which spans the vast 
continent of “prints and drawings” and just about any of the small, hard-to-pin-down islands that 
resist traditional ideas of drawing but are definitely paper-related. Both of these artists draw, but in 
their strongest works, they assemble or deconstruct form via the material of paper itself.  
 
Fine’s swirling, folded, and laminated collages exude a desire to amp-up painting just a notch—not to 
mid-career Stella—but to a point where the illusion of shadow and thickness achieves a marginal 
reality and literal presence. Similarly, but inversely, Smith’s self-styled Picotage technique of working 
into the surface of large format photographic prints yields a blurried, abstract, and symbolist re-
reading of what might be considered the incontrovertible authenticity of a photograph.  
 
Picotage is a method of pricking a surface in order to create pattern. It generally applies to fabric but 
by applying it to photographs, Smith applies the technique metaphorically to his subjects as well as 
his images, moving beyond merely scoring the surface for highlighting purposes. His portraits, taken 
at home in Port Antonio, Jamaica, one year ago are, for the most part, chest level photographs of men. 
The glossy pigmented surface of the paper has been torn into, turning up countless little flayed chads 
and creating a field of tiny delicate fingers of paper. The surface intervention is largely consistent 
over the surface of the image yielding an impression of static; the artist has set up a barrier between 
the viewer and his subjects. In “Untitled 01” (2014), Smith creates great effect with slight gestures: 
rubbing away small sections of the print; highlighting the silhouette of a shoulder; delineating the top 
of a head by doing nothing at all. Smith similarly emphasizes the eyes and mouth of his main subject, 
a man, by leaving his eye-sockets and lips dark, transmogrifying him into a mask. “Untitled 07” 
(2014), adjacent to 01, is the reverse, with bulging eyes and whited-out mouth—a vaguely 
threatening cartoon-like figure. Smith makes the men, who are black, white, superficially painting 
them with white dots and forcing us to register both readings simultaneously. Picotage becomes the 
spell of the magician and the historian in the same stroke— 
resurfacing the reality of the photograph with a colonial patina that is both stereotypical and 
stereotyper.  
 
Perle Fine situated her jumping-off point as a re-reading and re-imagining of the major art 
innovations of the first half of the 20th century, which, when the works in this exhibition were 
originally made in the late ’50s, was a personal reassessment, rather than an academic or historicist 



 

 

exercise. Fine’s etchings present themselves as an over-dinner conversation with Klee, Miro, and 
Kandinsky: “Weather Vane” (1944) is a work of dramatic contrasts wherein the fragile lines of the 
drawing are almost overpowered by the sheer absence of ink, while shadowy clouds of residual 
darkness around the edges and corners have a menacing effect. Later drawings, on the other hand, 
seem to be a discussion over digestifs with de Kooning and the early work of Guston, among other 
AbEx artists—her then contemporaries. “Wide to the Wind” (1955), Fine’s woodcut from which the 
show draws its name, utilizes the swooping cyclical motion of the etchings and also points towards 
the open topographical quality of the drawings from the 1957–58, but its use of irregular and 
interlocking forms demonstrates the artist’s place as an abstract Expressionist innovator. The 
various forms of “Wide to the Wind” weave and navigate around each other, casting shadows and 
leaving outlines of themselves in their muted colors—form and void become interchangeable.  
 
“Encounter aka Brouhaha 3” (1959) presents these forms liberated while pasted to a blue paper 
background. The appliqué method here is not merely a trite means of generating false volume—the 
cutouts are avowedly flat—but the collage has given them the opportunity to react and critique their 
surroundings. They leave imprints on the blue field like snow angels, referencing themselves, 
refusing to engage in pattern or repetition. The blue cut-outs of “Brouhaha” fold and flip-over, 
revealing a white background and mocking the act of painting itself. In “Curses” (1959), a looming 
black form like the shape of a bomber or destroyer sits uncomfortable on a bed of writing. Sharp 
white tooth-like paper cutouts are accentuated by black charcoal lines, but for the most part, Fine 
relies on the thickness of the paper to define her shifting forms.  
 
Despite their extensive use of paper, both Fine and Smith consider(ed) painting to be their primary 
medium, as much based on artificial art hierarchies as an artist’s aspirations. The institution of 
painting no longer outranks drawing and paper based works, especially in the face of conceptual art 
and the delegated fabrication of work taking place in the contemporary artists practice. This added 
wiggle room, afforded when an artist doesn’t feel the world is looking over her/his shoulder, often 
allows for production that rivals more serious and finished work in its innovative capabilities. As a 
result, the works in these two exhibitions equally contends with each artist’s larger painted canvases, 
both in their originality and execution. 



 

 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 
PAUL  ANTHONY  SMITH :  MANGOS  AND  CRAB 
By Jason Foumberg - 05/23/2014 
 

Mangos and Crab is Paul Anthony Smith’s excellent 
first solo show at Carrie Secrist Gallery (through 
June 14). The title recalls two foods endemic to the 
artist’s birthplace in Jamaica; indeed, Smith 
conceptualized the series of altered photographs and 
several oil paintings during a recent visit there. He 
now lives and works in Brooklyn. 

Smith’s subject matter is portraiture. For this show, 
he altered nine inkjet prints of portraits (all untitled, 
from 2014) by pricking their surfaces with a 
mechanical tool. Hundreds of raised paper flecks 
destroy the surface of each print but create a pattern 
of optical effects. Viewed from either oblique angle, 
right or left, the faces in the portraits emerge or 
dissolve. The effect is subtle, with careful attention 
to the eyes and mouth, those expressive portals of 
personality. 

Paul Anthony Smith, Untitled 06, 2014.  

The artist calls his pricking technique picotage. 
He borrowed the term from an 18th-century 
textile decoration process invented in England 
and popularized in France, in which groupings 
of pinpricks from a printed matrix create 
shadowed or patterned impressions. 

Smith’s picotage process defaces and disfigures 
his portraits. The people become unidentifiable, 
although vague traits remain: some are men, 
some are female, and all have black skin. The 
allover pocks of white paper evoke the current 
Jamaican beauty ritual of skin bleaching in the 
former British colony, in which black faces are 
lightened.  

Even if Smith is effectively destroying his prints, 
introducing a critical commentary on his subject 
matter, the obsessively hand-worked objects 
also reflect an intimate engagement with the 
photographs. Whoever these people are, their faces have been consumed by the 
artist’s hand and absorbed by his memory. The private relationship of artist and 
sitter is pointedly made inaccessible, even while it’s on public display. 

Paul Anthony Smith, Untitled 06, 2014. 



 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

Black Artists: 30 Contemporary Art Makers Under 40 
You Should Know 
 
02/26/2013 
 
As Black History Month comes to a close, we’ve picked 30 young black artists who are 
contributing to the ongoing conversation of race and representation in contemporary 
art. Whether through sculpture, photography, video or performance, each artist 
illuminates the complexity of the self with a unique and bold vision. 
 
From Kalup Linzy’s soap opera shorts to Kehinde Wiley’s traditional portraits updated 
with black models, the following young artists show there is no single way to address 
race in contemporary culture. Playful or meditative, sarcastic or somber, the following 
artists tackle the subject with a ferocious curiosity, passion and vulnerability. 

 
 
Paul Anthony Smith 
 
Born in 1988, Smith works in painting, 
collage, mixed media and ceramics to 
create portraits spanning different 
eras, races and artistic styles. Many of 
Smith's works obscure skin and faces 
until they resemble ceremonial masks, 
as in the image pictured.  
 
Untitled, picotage measuring 10x8 inches 
Courtesy of Scott Zieher 
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